Usually, a data warehouse is refreshed periodically with data gathered from disparate source systems. Nevertheless this data might not be fully accurate, probably containing serious data quality problems, such as uniqueness, misrepresentations, null values, multi-purpose fields, or inconsistent values, for one or more attributes. This is a major contribution to the falling expectations users have on data analyzed from data warehouses. Data quality enforcement is a complex time consuming task that parses data from source tables and corrects it, normalizes it and integrates it into a data warehouse for a better representation of real businesses. In this paper, we analyze some of the common tasks that are associated with data quality enforcement, representing and modeling them using Relational Algebra as specification tool.
Introduction
The primary goal of the development of a Data Warehousing System (DWS) is to provide the organization with a conformed, integrated and centralized repository [1] that in turn can help management, through data analysis, make decisions based on facts instead of intuition. Nevertheless, the development of such a project is very resource demanding, with a high level of complexity and with previously unknown setbacks that can undermine the success of the project. The quality of source data is one of them. Source systems, which tend to be OLTP systems supporting regular business activities, normally contain inaccurate data, unknown or null data and sometimes inconsistent data that are spread generally by operational systems' objects, constraints or rules. This imposes to include in data warehouses' populating systems -usually recognized simply by ExtractTransform-Load (ETL) processes -cleansing tasks in order to detect and filter (and sometimes recovering) all those data anomalies in the source's data before loading it into a data warehouse (DW).
Usually, these tasks are implemented and executed through the use of proprietary tools that analyze and transform the data accordingly to predefined business requirements. Although ETL processes have been subject of extensive research mainly in the conceptual and logical design [2] [3] [4] [5] as well as all the aspects related to data quality that are one of the most important issues on the success of any populating process. So, cleansing tasks are undoubtedly important. They are mainly concerned with identifying problems in metadata and data [6] [7] [8] , i.e., inconsistencies at attribute and row level, rather than defining a strategy to execute the procedures needed to deal with those problems. The focus of this paper is on modeling an approach, using Relational Algebra (RA), to deal with Data Quality Enforcement (DQE) procedures, since dealing with data conciliation was already focused on a previous work [9] .
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will study briefly data quality problems, its issues and the most frequent approaches to deal with them. Next, in section 3, we propose a formal specification to deal with the tasks needed to clean and conform data through the use of Relational Algebra. Finally, in the last section, we present some conclusions and describe some future work. 
Dirty Data and Data Quality
A DW normally receives information from several sources, frequently of heterogeneous nature. These sources are responsible to support day-to-day business activities, storing and providing data to ensure common tasks in regular operational services. Nevertheless, these business activities not always provide such systems with accurate or even known data. It is common that during the normal use of information systems (IS) data might not be available for input or data might be inaccurately introduced in the system due to some not expectable event like a human error. The balance between allowing attributes to be null or forcing their introduction is also a compromise to be made in the development of any IS. However, it is quite important to keep in memory that business cannot be stalled by overzealous requirements of an IS. However, when building a DW, several heterogeneous data sources are normally considered for integration and data can be presented in a lot of different formats, i.e., relational databases, structured or semi-structured files, or even free-form files. When analyzing source data, the more permissive the rules are the more difficult it is to validate the data that was stored.
Analyzing the types of data quality problems present in source data [7] , as classified in Table 1 , it is notorious that cleaning tasks complexity is far greater when several sources are involved. When dealing with a single source, the majority of the problems with dirty data are a reflex of lack of constraints, integrity constraints, domain constraints or even referential integrity. If the schema is permissive, it is also normal to find at the instance level data misspelled, redundant or attributes that contradict each other, such as the attributes age attribute and date of birth, for instance. However, if multiple heterogeneous sources are used, the complexity of the problems associated with creating an integrated repository escalates to a higher degree of complexity. In this case we are dealing not only with data quality issues but also with data conciliation problems.
Although the problems associated with poor data quality are mostly identified, the tasks or procedures needed to deal with them are very diversified. In [10] a brief summary of actions is presented to solve data anomalies like the ones identified previously in Table 2 . These tasks are normally executed during the transformation phase of an ETL process, which is mainly defined as a workflow process [11] [12] [13] [14] and are normally executed in a dedicated environment (Fig. 1 ). However, uncommon DWS environments, such as grid environments, arose as an approach to deal with some of the ETL performance bottlenecks [15] . Nevertheless these environments are not compatible with the use of a Database Management System (DBMS) as support for data transformations. In order to take advantage of such environments a different grain must be used to support all data transformations needed, since the nodes present in the grid might be heterogeneous in terms of architecture and operating system. Our choice fell upon the Relational Algebra language as support. In our opinion, it is an adequate formalism to specify such conceptual and logical tasks, having the advantage of not being platform or software dependent, as happens with SQL for instance. Based on that, our previous proposals presented a formalized approach of one of the most common ETL tasks, Slowly Changing Dimensions (SCD) [16] , and also on the Data Conciliation phase [9] , using Relational Algebra has support for specification. In the next section, we'll present a Relational Algebra modeling approach prepared specifically to deal with the data transformations and corrections needed to ensure the data quality desired in a centralized, integrated repository such as a DW.
Modeling DQE Tasks With Relational Algebra
Codd [17, 18] presented the Relational Model in the 70s. However, it stills supports today the most current databases, together with a data manipulation language called Relational Algebra. A great advantage this model has, and consequently its manipulation language, is that the data is stored in relations through the use of sets of tuples. The relational algebra presented inherits some of the properties of the mathematical Set theory, and has been, over the years, extended to support more data operations, like for instance aggregation [19, 20] . Later, Extended Relational Algebra was further developed to formally support duplicates, algebraic operations over attributes, and data manipulation like inserts, updates or deletes. Although the basis to support these operations is no longer Sets but the concept of Bags [21] [22] [23] . The primary difference between these two data structures is the ability to represent duplicates and the importance of data order present in Bags, which is not possible in Sets. With this in mind we now present in Relational Algebra equations and trees the most common operations identified previously that allow us to perform cleaning and conforming tasks to ensure a better level of data quality.
Let us first assume that the DW is based in the dimensional model [24] and therefore data extracted from sources will be cleaned, transformed and integrated into dimensions and fact tables. Tables, or relations, were defined in [17] and described in many subsequent articles and textbooks as a set n-tuples where each element of the tuple corresponding to a specific domain. For demonstration purposes we will use a general and common dimension structure presented in Eq. 1.
(1)
where BK Sx is the business key of source S x and 1 x n, and Att 1 , … , Att p are additional data attributes needed for the dimension.
Data Decomposition
Let us assume now that the attribute Att p in Eq. 1 is an alphanumeric attribute that was used to store information that according to the data warehouse structure is now stored in several different attributes, for example we will define three new attributes, as defined in Eq. 2.
(2)
This is a common example of the use of data decomposition task. The contents of attribute Att p should be decomposed into three new attributes Att x , Att y , Att z . The Relational Algebra expression that will allow us to obtain that decomposition is presented in Eq. 3.
(3)
where the function subs is a user-defined function that extracts a set of characters from an attribute. The first argument is the attribute to be parsed and the second argument of the function defines which set of characters is intended (first, second, etc.). Generalizing, using the extend operator, [25] , that creates new attributes based on data present in other attributes, either by algebraic operations or user-defined operations, it is possible to decompose the contents of any attribute.
Standardization
The standardization task has the goal to conform data that came from distinct sources in different formats but that has the same meaning. This happens frequently in cases that are associated with the use of upper or lower case characters in attributes and with the use, or misuse, of acronyms and abbreviations. Although recognized as standardization, there are a lot of different approaches to deal with the problems raised by these cases. In the case of upper and lower case characters, a system (or an user-defined function) will suffice in conforming the data. However dealing with acronyms and abbreviations requires the use of auxiliary tables to match and substitute the attribute to be treated. Unfortunately, it happens often to be necessary to do the standardization task by hand.
Upper and lower case characters
For this task, we assume that attribute Att x , which was previously generated by the standardization operation, should be in upper case letters. Therefore, Eq. 4 presents the creation of a new attribute based on the Att x attribute but with all letters in uppercase, and Eq. 5 removes the old Att x attribute from table preserving the new one. Finally, Eq. 6 renames the new attribute to the old name restoring the original structure of the table.
(4) (5) (6)
With Relational Algebra trees (Fig. 2) it's quite simple to show how this set of operations works and understand clearly the sequence of operations followed. If there was a need to convert an attribute to a lower case then the approach to be follow would be similar to the presented in Fig. 2 . 
Acronyms and abbreviations
To conform an attribute that is supposed to store abbreviations/acronyms of some sort, we first need to create an auxiliary table integrating all possible values encountered in the source table and their correspondence in order to perform transformations required. In this particular case, and since there is a lookup in an auxiliary table, we also need to be aware that new representations of the abbreviations/acronyms might appear in the source table having no correspondence in the auxiliary table. In this case those tuples must be stored in a temporary table that will require an expert intervention in order to establish the correct correspondence in the auxiliary table and rerun the transformation for these tuples. In this case we assume that the attribute Att y stores abbreviations but previous data analysis reports that there are different abbreviations for the same meaning.
Let us assume also that an auxiliary table was created to store all known correspondences (Eq. 7).
(7)
The task for conforming data is basically represented by the result of a join operation identifying the conformed abbreviation that will be stored in the DW (Fig. 3 (a) ), and afterwards the identification of tuples that have attribute values with no match in the auxiliary table thus in need of an expert attention (Fig. 3 (b) ). The proposed operations reflect the steps needed to conform abbreviations, but the approach to deal with acronyms is the same. 
Normalization and Correction
The majority of the cleaning tasks needed to be done in the ETL process fall into this category, where data was introduced in the OLTP systems with errors. The common approach to deal with these errors is the same has presented in the previous task. First, we need to identify variations of the correct value, build an auxiliary table with all valid correspondences (or mappings) between dirty values and clean values, and then conforming the data as necessary. Data not treated should be stored in a quarantine data staging to be examined latter by an expert that will diagnose and correct (if possible) the problems, providing a correction patch that will be applied in future populating processes, i.e., insert all correspondences needed in the auxiliary table.
Duplicate Elimination
It is well known that identifying duplicates in source data is not an easy task. It is even more difficult to deal with these duplicates after detecting them. To avoid future problems, data in the source systems should be corrected in order to avoid future duplicates. However, in order to identify duplicates there must be an attribute that should be unique, but for some reason is not, that will allow us to determine these duplicates and deal with them.
Let us assume for our demonstration that the attribute Att z stores information that should be unique in the dimension, i.e. the attribute Att z , which was part of a larger attribute in the beginning of our demonstration identifying each tuple. One method to identify duplicates is to find if a given data instance is present in more than one tuple and then violating the uniqueness of the value stored in Att z (Fig 4) . If such records exist then they must be stored apart for expert supervision. After identifying the duplicates, they should be removed from the dimension table in order to proceed to the next task, probably data loading. All the duplicate detections will await for expert intervention in a specific quarantine data staging (Eq. 8).
(8)
Conclusions and Future Work
In the DWS community an ETL process is recognized as a very critical process in the success of a DWS, once it is responsible for gathering the information from sources and transforming it for future integration into the DW. The transformation task is not a simple attribute mapping, data type conversion or attribute renaming one; it contains undoubtedly very important tasks of cleaning and conforming data to provide the DW with correct data that faithfully reflects what actually happened in the operational systems. The DW must use clean and conformed data to better support management decision-making processes with effectiveness. However due to the nature of many information systems that are supporting business activities -usually conventional OLTP systems -, data being gathered might not always be accurate and correctly stored. Therefore, the cleansing tasks of the ETL process must try to identify the data problems and inconsistencies, performing transformations in order to guarantee minimum data quality and prepare data for loading into the DW. In this paper we presented a proposal for modeling those common cleansing tasks using Relational Algebra as support language. We think that it is ideal for uncommon DWS environments where a database management system normally does not exist. Modeling the approaches to deal with the cleansing tasks, present in common ETL processes, in a generalized and platform independent form will undoubtedly contribute to a higher degree of flexibility and usability. Relational Algebra operations can be implemented in any platform and system provided that the data is stored in a structured file as for instance XML. The advantage of this approach is the ability to use common technological infrastructure (ex. desktop computers) to execute the ETL process without the need of a DBMS. In a near future, we intend to model other standard ETL tasks using relational algebra following the intent to maximize the enterprises resources in a low cost DW environment and provide a formal platform for ETL conceptual modeling covering all major tasks of a populating system of a DW.
